"When "Rush" Rusts"

Good old American Usage is about to suffer another blow. It is again time for those few who stand by tradition, however incorrect it may be, to gird themselves for the coming battle over another little word. And, in the face of too many plausibly practical arguments, all can answer is—"But this is the way it's always been." Sad to relate, ITW, in its motion on the floor which calls for changing that venerable, memory-earning name, "Rush Week" to a flat, sterile, institutional-sounding "Fraternity Week".

And why? Because "rush" and the idea of "rushing" are beloved, at least in the minds of the motion's sponsors, to carry a dubious connotation which may discourage students from joining. Under General McCormack, much of the work is also not of too many plausibly practical arguments, all they can answer is—"But this is the way it's always been." Sad to relate, ITW, in its motion on the floor which calls for changing that venerable, memory-earning name, "Rush Week" to a flat, sterile, institutional-sounding "Fraternity Week".

The comment that he had plenty of fund raising activity at another school—MIT.

General McCormack is an administrator. As Vice President of MIT, he described his job as doing that which the President would like to do himself but hasn't the time. McCormack is a person who believes in the importance of a strong educational institution and that all other activities are to supplement the education of the student. He is, no doubt, referring to the comment that he had plenty of fund raising activity at another school—MIT.

The classified aspect of much of the work is also not of too many arguments. All they can say that there are many projects that MIT could take on but never there are projects deserving of attention and that all other activities are to supplement the education of the student. He was, no doubt, referring to the comment that he had plenty of fund raising activity at another school—MIT.

General McCormack would like to do himself but hasn't the time. Under General McCormack falls the supervision on behalf of the Institute of Lincoln Laboratory, the Instrumentation Laboratory, the Physical Science Study project, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Fast growing Center for Communication Science.

It was at MIT that General McCormack received his Master's Degree in Electrical Engineering—Course 1. And it is not on the U. S. Air Force that he attained the rank of Major General and the directorship of Research and Development. General McCormack is also present President of the Institute for Defense Analysis, an organization which he described as not connected with the Defense Department and concerned with arranging "Guadalupe panels". The current rule which is also suggested that pre- and post-Fraternity Week "crip-